The main result is a direct proof of the implication (LV KF k,3 ) ⇒ (LT 3k−1,3 ) below. Consider the following statements:
Remark 1. Consider the following piecewise linear (or, equivalently, topological [Sk17] , [Sk18] ) versions of the above statements:
(V KF Observe that these statements are true not for any parameters k, r, d , see surveys [BZ] , [BBZ] , [Sk18] .
There is an interesting implication T T kr+1,r ⇒ V KF k,r . That implication is called the Constraint Lemma [Gr86, BFZ14, Fr15] , for a history see [Sk18, Remark 1.11]. This is one of the steps (the simplest) in the negative solution of the topological Tverberg conjecture, see surveys [BZ] , [BBZ] , [Sk18] .
Our result can be considered as an 'inverse' of the Constraint Lemma. However, (LT d,3 ) is correct for every d, so our direct proof does not give any new results.
For r = 2 there are implications:
For direct proofs of other similar implications see [Sk18, §4] and references therein; this paper gives a partial answer to [Sk18, Problem 4.4.c].
Proof that (LV KF k,3 ) ⇒ (LT 3k−1,3 ). Suppose that the statement (LT 3k−1,3 ) is false. Denote by A 1 , . . . , A 6k+1 points in R 3k−1 = R 3k−1 × 0 ⊂ R 3k for which (LT 3k−1,3 ) is false. Denote the convex hull of a set P by P .
Construction of 6k + 5 points to apply (LV KF k,3 ). We can assume that the points A 1 , . . . , A 6k+1 are in general position. Consider all distances from any of these 6k + 1 points to a simplex formed by some other of these 6k + 1 points. For any three pairwise disjoint sets P 1 , P 2 , P 3 of these 6k +1 points consider the positive distance from P 1 to P 2 ∩ P 3 . Choose ǫ > 0 such that 10ǫ is smaller than the smallest of all the considered numbers. Choose δ ∈ (0, ǫ) such that for any two subsets P 1 , P 2 of these 6k + 1 points ǫ-neighbourhood of the intersection P 1 ∩ P 2 contains the intersection of δ-neighbourhoods of P 1 and P 2 .
Denote by π :
, where the numbers m j are defined recursively. Let m 1 := 1. If m 1 , . . . , m j−1 are defined, then let m j be so big that |π Mj X, πX| < δ for every X ∈ M 1 , . . . , M j−1 , A 1 , . . . , A 6k+1 . Take a point A ′ 1 in the interior of the convex hull of points A 1 , . . . , A 6k+1 but outside any (k − 1)-dimensional simplex with vertices at these 6k + 1 points and such that
One of them, say ∆ j , contains at most one of the five points
Hence in this case there also exists a point Z as above.
First suppose that one of the sets ∆ j is contained in
, contains the point Z. Therefore they constitute the required partition. Now suppose that none of the sets ∆ j is contained in {A 1 , . . . , A 6k+1 }. Hence each set ∆ j has vertices among the points
Take the highest vertex of each ∆ j . Denote these vertices by W 1 , W 2 , W 3 in the increasing order along 0×R. Without loss of generality W j ∈ ∆ j for each j = 1, 2, 3.
because Z ∈ ∆ 2 − W 2 . And πZ ∈ π∆ 1 because Z ∈ ∆ 1 . The distance from πZ to set ∆ − 3 is smaller than |πZπ W3 Z| < δ The distance from πZ to set ∆ − 2 is smaller than |πZπ W2 Z| < δ Then πZ belong to intersection of δ-neighbourhoods of ∆ . Without loss of generality it is A 6k+1 . We have A i i∈I ∩ A 1 A j j∈J ∩ A 1 A r r∈R = ∅ for some I, J, R: I ∪ J ∪ R = {A 2 , . . . , A 6k }. Then A 1 has neighbourhood such that for any X from this neighbourhood we have
Denote by t 1 the supremum of numbers t ∈ [0, 1] such that the set {A 1 , . . . , A 6k , X t } has partition. Assume that t 1 < 1. Consider partition of the set {A 1 , . . . , A 6k , X t1 }:
is interior point of all symplexes A i i∈I1 , A j j∈J1 , X t1 A r r∈R1 then t 1 has neighbourhood such that for any point t 2 in this neighbourhood we have:
It is contradiction with define of t 1 in case t 1 < 1.
But intersection A i i∈I1 ∩ A j j∈J1 ∩ X t1 A r r∈R1 cannot belong to surface of 2 or 3 symplexes of A i i∈I1 , A j j∈J1 , X t1 A r r∈R1 because the points A 1 , . . . , A 6k are in general position.
If intersection A i i∈I1 ∩ A j j∈J1 ∩ X t1 A r r∈R1 belong to some subsymplex of X t1 A r r∈R1 then we have:
Denote by α the hyperplane which contains A i i∈I1 ∩ A j j∈J1 and X t1 A r r∈R ′ 1 . Denote by α + and α − the closed half spaces bounded by hyperplane α and A 1 = X 0 ∈ α − and A 6k+1 = X 1 ∈ α + . Notice that X t A r r∈R ′ 1 ⊂ α + for t > t 1 and
− then t 1 has neighbourhood such that for any t 2 > t 1 in this neighbourhood the convex hull A r1 X t2 A r r∈R ′ 1 intersect the set A i i∈I1 ∩ A j j∈J1 . Hence {A 1 , . . . , A 6k , X t2 } has partition. It is contradiction with define of t 1 in case t 1 < 1.
If A r1 ∈ α + then the dimession of sets A r1 A i i∈I1 ∩ A j j∈J1 and
) intersect the hyperplane α by set A i i∈I1 ∩ A j j∈J1 . Then the interior of half space α + intersect the set ( A r1 A i i∈I1 ∩ A j j∈J1 )∪( A i i∈I1 ∩ A r1 A j j∈J1 ). Therefore t 1 has neighbourhood such that for any t 2 > t 1 in this neighbourhood the X t2 A r r∈R ′ 1 intersect the set ( A r1 A i i∈I1 ∩ A j j∈J1 ) ∪ ( A i i∈I1 ∩ A r1 A j j∈J1 ). Hence {A 1 , . . . , A 6k , X t2 } has partition. It is contradiction with define of t 1 in case t 1 < 1.
So, in case of intersection A i i∈I1 ∩ A j j∈J1 ∩ X t1 A r r∈R1 belong to some subsymplex of X t1 A r r∈R1 we get t 1 = 1.
In the case of intersection A i i∈I1 ∩ A j j∈J1 ∩ X t1 A r r∈R1 belong to some subsymplex of A i i∈I1 or A j j∈J1 we similarly get t 1 = 1.
Hence the set {A 1 , . . . , A 6k , X 1 } = {A 1 , . . . , A 6k , A 6k+1 } has partition.
